<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>WorldCat Discovery</strong></th>
<th>Highlights of recent and upcoming enhancements</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Just Released**

**Now you can:**
- Locate related resources with a virtual shelf browse*
- Use database recommendations to inform searching of remote EBSCO and ProQuest databases

**Detailed enhancements:**
- View items related to a call number in detailed records*
- Remote database recommendations replaced current remote search feature

**Jul – Sep 2019**

**You will be able to:**
- Retrieve more relevant results with new versions of algorithms
- Ungroup related editions by your default configuration
- View the richest article metadata from an article cluster by default

**Detailed enhancements:**
- A new search platform will enable relevance enhancements
- You will see fewer citations with minimal bibliographic data (e.g., CrossRef) when richer citations exist

**Oct – Dec 2019**

**You will be able to:**
- Display additional sub-formats in facets within a format facet group
- Select multiple sub-facets simultaneously
- View availability for multiple locations and copies on search results
- Filter search results by shelving location

**Detailed enhancements:**
- You will be able to:
  - Perceive why a search result is relevant with indicators of search relevance

**Jan – Mar 2020**

**You will be able to:**
- Display additional sub-formats in facets within a format facet group
- Select multiple sub-facets simultaneously
- View availability for multiple locations and copies on search results
- Filter search results by shelving location

**Detailed enhancements:**
- You will be able to:
  - Perceive why a search result is relevant with indicators of search relevance

---

* WMS only

Read about latest releases [here](#).

**DISCLAIMER:** The enhancements in this roadmap are subject to change without prior notice should circumstances require it.